**CASE REPORT**

**Trichophyton tonsurans** in a family microepidemic
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Abstract: *Trichophyton tonsurans* is a highly transmissible anthropophilic dermatophyte fungus, which invades keratinized tissues. This study reports a case of family microepidemic caused by this dermatophyte. Despite their excellent hygiene conditions, it remained active for several years, spreading to all family members. The hypothesis that the fungus was being kept alive in the family home was confirmed after samples collected from it were analyzed. Pure cultures of the fungus were isolated and identified. After diagnosis, the house was disinfected with concomitant oral treatment for all family members.
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INTRODUCTION

Dermatophytes are fungi that cause mycoses mainly of the skin, hair and nails, invading these tissues and using keratin as substrate. They are classified into three genera: *Trichophyton*, *Microsporum* and *Epidermophyton* and characterized as anthropophilic, zoophilic or geophilic when carried by man, animal or soil, respectively. The *Trichophyton* genus is composed of several species, the main one being *T. rubrum*, although the considerable increase in isolated *T. tonsurans* is becoming a worldwide phenomenon and an important study object.¹ ² This species may cause dermatophytoses associated with skin and nail, but is more often isolated from scalp infections, mainly in school-aged children.² ³ ⁴

The integrity of the epidermis behaves as a natural barrier. However, the efficiency of fungal dispersion is closely related to the high production of elements of dissemination, with local humidity a prerequisite for inoculation and survival of the dermatophyte in the skin. In addition, poor hygiene practices and immunologic factors also influence the installation, perpetuation and dissemination of a dermatophyte...
phytosis.

As it is not a disease of mandatory reporting, scientific epidemiological studies contribute for better comprehension of its worldwide distribution. Thus, we observed that the occurrence of *T. tonsurans* is more frequently reported in countries like the USA, United Kingdom, Haiti and Japan. In Brazil, we observed predominance of isolation of this fungus in the North and Northeast regions, but it is also isolated as agent of scalp tinea in different regions of the country, as the Southeast and South.

This report presents a case of family microepidemic by *T. tonsurans* involving all of the members of a family where, despite excellent hygienic conditions, the fungus remained viable for several years.

**CASE REPORT**

A four-month-old infant was taken to the dermatologist because there were multiple, well defined and pruriginous scalp lesions of the circular tonsure plaque type; the hairs had broken a few millimeters away from the scalp (Figure 1A).

During the appointment, the attention of the specialist was drawn to small hyperchromic lesions seen on several places of the mother’s skin, especially on the arms, which were in contact with the child’s head during breast-feeding (Figure 1B). The mother informed that those lesions had existed for 17 years, were intermittent and had been empirically treated several times as “allergy”.

Both were referred to LEPAC (Teaching and Clinical Analysis Research Laboratory), at the State University of Maringá, for biological samples collection (scrapings of lesion scales from the mother’s skin and fragments of tonsured hair from the baby) to investigate the presence of fungi. Direct mycological and culture tests were performed (Figure 2) in the presence and absence of inhibitors. In all of the samples filamentous fungi with morphological characteristics of *Trichophyton tonsurans* were isolated.

A family investigation was suggested and sample collection was taken from the seven-year-old brother and the father, as both presented lesions on the surface of the body, scalp and upper limbs, respectively (Figures 3). The results were identical to those found in the biological samples from the mother and the baby.

The most plausible hypothesis was that the dermatophyte was being maintained in the family home. Samples were subsequently collected from several places in the residence for confirmation. Compacted cotton disks, 60mm in diameter, sterilized by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 minutes, were pressed for 30 seconds with sterilized tweezers on the places where samples would be collected. Each cotton disk was then placed on the surface of a Petri dish containing Sabouraud Dextrose Agar culture medium with 0.2mg/l added chloramphenicol. A total of 57 environmental samples were collected, including the telephone, door knobs, couches, toys, rugs, curtains, baby stroller, bed headboard, combs and baseboard trims in every room of the house.

Thirteen pure cultures were isolated and identified with fungi of the same genera and species found in the samples taken from the patients. In the environment, fungi were isolated from the following sites: rugs, curtains, baby stroller, bed headboard, baseboard trims from several rooms and combs.

The patients were treated, the infant with griseofulvin 11 mg/kg/day for six weeks while the others were prescribed itraconazole 100 mg/day for a period of 12 weeks. The efficacy of medication was evaluated by the clinical improvement of lesions and also laboratory confirmation that the microorganism had no resistance to the drugs.

**Figure 1:** Cutaneous lesions in members of a family, from whom was isolated the o *Trichophyton tonsurans*. A. Tonsure plaques in the scalp of a four-month-old baby (case patient) and B. Erythematous-squamous, pruriginous, circinate lesion on the arm (mother).
longer been detected in culture.

To guarantee that the fungus would be totally eradicated, personal clothes, bed linen and bathroom towels were disinfected with bleach, shoes were washed and sprinkled with commercial formaldehyde (Lysoform®). Wooden pieces of furniture were washed with bleach and then kerosene. The entire house floor was washed in the same way and then rinsed with clean water containing 5% Lysoform®. After this treatment the house was closed for a week and when the family returned a new cleaning with water and soap was done. The family was monitored for one year and in this period none of them presented recurrence of the pathology.

DISCUSSION

The facts led us to infer that this anthropophilic fungus was maintained in the stratum corneum of the adult woman, manifesting itself intermittently without having ever been correctly diagnosed. We believe that from this source there was dissemination of the pathogen to the other family members, characterizing a family microepidemic.

In adolescents and adults, *T. tonsurans* is usually asymptomatic, making infection control more difficult. In children and infants the infection is characteristic and clinically important, especially due to hormonal immaturity.

In view of its transmissibility, *T. tonsurans* has been responsible for epidemic infections in judo players in several Japanese cities; it was isolated in an epidemic in a nursery school in Paris, an orphanage in Brazil and also in an epidemic involving patients and workers in a hospital. Furthermore, in the United Kingdom a case of a family of veterinarians and two children who were simultaneously infected by *T. tonsurans* was reported.

Dermatophytoses may be favored by poverty, malnutrition and poor hygiene habits. In the case studied, on the contrary, the family is middle class, with a high degree of education, very well informed about health and hygiene issues; the mother did the housework and was extremely cautious and careful regarding cleanliness and disinfection. However, we point out that the fungus was isolated in porous sites, where retention of organic matter is possible, guaranteeing fungus preservation. It should be noted that on the telephone, doorknobs and toys, surfaces suspected of spreading microorganisms due to shared use, no fungus was found, an evidence of good hygiene conditions. It is easier to remove fungi in smooth surfaces that in porous ones.

In fact, *T. tonsurans* easily survives outside the host - the fungus was easily isolated from different...
places in the residence of the evaluated family. According to Pontes, it was the only anthropophilic fungus isolated in soil samples from public sites, together with geophilic or zoophilic fungi. This finding was attributed to the presence of many people at the evaluated places, where organic matter residues, such as skin scales and hair foster its growth and maintenance. 

Therefore, the transmission of the pathogen within the family group may have occurred indirectly (fomites scattered in the house) or directly (asymptomatic carriers), as in family epidemics and in restricted social contexts.

Based on our experience, the adult patients and the seven-year-old boy were treated with oral itraconazole, due to its effectiveness and safety. The infant, on the other hand, was treated with griseofulvin. According to Gupta, this drug is the first choice for children, as long as there is dosage adjustment and treatment monitoring. The remission of the disease in all of the family members was monitored for one year after the treatment, providing evidence that environmental disinfection, concomitant with the treatment, is of the utmost importance for extermination of sources of reinfection.

It is also pointed out that it is necessary to diagnose with the aid of adequate laboratory tests, having in mind that culture is fundamental for definition of differential diagnosis and also to define the condition of the asymptomatic carrier, as this knowledge define the adoption of adequate measures to fight the fungus, preventing its perpetuation and dissemination.
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